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Introduction:
Ravinder Singh is a bestselling
author. His debut novel I Too Had a Love
Story has touched millions of heart. Can
Love Happen Twice?Is his second book.
Ravinder Singh was born in a Sikh family in
Kolkata. He is a Software Engineer.
Ravinder Singh is a young Indian writer
who has written so many novels of fiction.
The first one I Too Had a Love Story was
an adaptation of his real love story. He
worked in Infosys for five years. But later
quit becoming a full-time writer some of his
other works include Can Love Happen
Twice?,Your Dreams areMine Now, Tell
Me a Story etc.,
Singh’s first book is based on a real
life incident of his meeting a girl and his
love life. After a six-month search, an
editing them who published the book. The
book was unveiled at a press conference in
Chandigarh by Anupam Mittal. He also
launched mid-2011. I Too Had aLove Story
is also published in Kannada language,
entitled NannaduOnduPremaKathe.
Love is a very strong emotion that
moved the author to write. He lost his
girlfriend five days before his planned
engagement in 2007. It was the most
unfortunate year for te author’s life and he
says that he felt angry with God for taking
away the love of his life. He says that he
was adamant that this was not how he
wanted his story to end. He wanted an
relieve to his story so that he started writing
about the eight months of courtship he had
with his lady love Ms. Khushi. And that is
how his book I Too Had a Love Story
happened. The novel sold over a million
copies and has been able to immortalize
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Khushi. People talk about her as if she is
alive.
One day he will be gone from this
planet too but his first love will always
remain and live on. This is how the author
became a romance author. I Too Had a
Love Story has become a classic as it ruled
the Indian top ten novels for the longest
time. Interestingly no money was spent on
its marketing till date. The author himself
manages an own social networking accounts
and spend a couple of hours replying back to
readers on facebook and twitter daily.
The author Ravinder Singh is
currently the biggest romance writer in true
country. His total desiflavour of writing has
wooed fans all over the country his books.
He is always regularly tweeting and
facebooking on relationships and what are
the best things that make a relationship. This
romantic star loves being in touch with his
fans and is listening to what young India
feels on love. He is our foremost popular
author.
The author Ravinder Singh tried to
out pur his feelings in his first novel and
helped the readers make a connection with
the hero. His love life was shattered from
the death of his first love Khushi. He took
years to cope-up with the incident. His
success got him fame and way out of this
tragedy but also engulfed him in rumoured
affairs and Ravinder Singh breakup. Is
Ravinder Singh married to Simar? Well
much to his dismay author Ravinder Singh
and Simar photos are not available on sites
and there has been no truth in it. He is
currently married to Khushboo Chauhan.
Author Ravinder Singh is one of the
most acclaimed romance-fiction based
Indian author. Ravinder Singh new books
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are being anticipated by all readers that
might cover up for his last novel which did
not make much of an impression. Ravinder
Singh upcoming novel and Ravinder Singh
next novel shall storm the markets pretty
soon and might have a different and unique
tale to tell.
Apart from his solo writings his
combined effort on Love Stories That
Touched My Heart with ArkaDatta was also
another sincere attempt. Ravinder Singh
boxset and the author himself received
humongous appreciation from his countable
books Ravinder Singh awards have adorned
his writing career. His book was acclaimed
by many illustrations writers and the former
CEO of INFOSYS Narayan Murthy had
appreciated his work whole-heartedly.
Ravinder Singh has had a sad love
affair that had inspired him to move to
writing. Ravinder Singh girlfriend’s name
and his first story was the interest of most of
the readers. He had met his first girlfriend
through a matrimonial website but she
passed away in the year 2007. Her sad
demise had left the author broken and
shattered.
He adapted his own love story in his
first novel I Too Had a Love Story. The
story shall definitely give you firm notion on
Ravinder Singh first girlfriend Khushi and
their love affair. The relation lasted till they
were formally engaged and her sudden death
dawned darkness in his love life. Ravinder
Singh Khushi wiki is tragic but their love
tale did have a powerful story that touched
millions of hearts. They were supposed to
meet on a Valentine’s Day but a truck had
crashed into Khushi’s car and she later
succumbed to her injuries leaving the author
all distressed and miles away from the faith
in God.
Consistent readers of Ravinder
Singh’s novels have attested that Can Love
HappenTwice? Can be treated as a sequel
to Singh’s bestselling I Too Had a Love
Story and eventually dealt with the tragedy
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of her death, Can Love Happen Twice?
portrays how even true love can happen
more than once as Ravin meets Simar; he
finds the pain in his heart decrease and
develops a liking for her; although Simar is
no replacement for Khushi that’s
complicated and grey-shaded the area of
love is what’s devastating is that he suffers
the loss of love yet again as things don’t
work out with Simar. Simar leaves him on
the same day that he lost Khushi. A book
that explores pain and misery and worldly
emotions so intensely, is a must have for all
book-lovers out there.
Ravinder Singh is a Computer
Engineer by profession but his flair for
writing has embossed his name as a popular
Indian author. Ravinder Singh famous
novels include three amazing novels written
by him but Ravinder Singh first novel I Too
Had a Love Story had garned unmatched
recognition and success, this book is
inspired from his real life incident it was
unveiled by Anupam Mittal at a press
conference in the city if Chandigarh.
Ravinder Singh new book Can Love
Happen Twice? After his first book also
shared equal attention and was well accepted
by the Indian readers.
Ravinder Singh Can Love Happen
Twice?Book review stated both the positive
and negative points associated with the story
which was believed to be a sequel of his first
book for the promotion purpose. The book is
a romance based novel and shared story like
a typical Bollywood flick. Ravinder Singh
new novel name Like It Happened
Yesterdaywhich was released in the year
2013. It wasRavinder Singh latest book. His
first book was considered sincere and
spontaneous and the second novel was
dramatic but Ravinder Singh’s Like It
Happened Yesterday story, the third novel
was found to be a futile attempt. This
romance-fiction author had emerged as one
of the highest selling author and but a little
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flaws in his last book might have deprived
him from this title.

Conclusion:
As per the author says, it’s a true
story of two people who deeply in love with
each other, and decided to spend rest of life
with each other. Khushi, the protagonist of
story was a very simple decent and selfless
girl who loves Ravin with all of her heart.
Regarding, the truth of this incident.
Author Ravinder Singh one to one but as per
his narration in the novel was deep, touchy,
everyone tends to believe by instinct. He
shows the feeling of love and pain of losing
someone dear with very small and cute
events which you might not narrate so well
unless you feel them.
Not everyone in this world has the
fate to cherish the fullest form of love. Some
are born, just to experience the abbreviation
of it. Love stories with a tragic end are
beautiful in their own particular way. Some
love stories never die. They remain for
generations yet to come to read them
again… but sorry to say, but this is not one
such story.
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